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The story is about a lady,
named Alicia Berenson, a 
famous painter, who was
charged with the murder of
her husband. Thing is that,
since hasn’t spoken a word
since. Not even during her
lawsuit. It’s a journey of in-
-vestigations and inspections 
to get her to talk about why she murdered the man she married.
The story goes in parallels, showing both sides of a coin.

Theo Faber, a criminal psychotherapist, seeks to unravel the
mystery of Alicia Brennan's murder of her husband, navigating a
twisting path and searching for the truth that may overwhelm him.

Theo Faber seeks truth in Alicia Brennan's
murder case. The Silent Patient.

Black Hole - the greatest mystery of the
Universe.
Black holes, a mysterious cosmic entity, form when dying stars
collide, compressing a large mass into a small area. They appear
black as light becomes trapped inside the hole. Albert Einstein and
Karl Schwarzschild first suggested the existence of black holes in-

-general relativity, and John Wheeler coined the term in 1967.
Astrophysical theories suggest that the black hole's mass is
concentrated at a singularity, generating a strong gravitational
field.
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The Internet is a worldwide network
of computer networks that allows
users to access information and
communicate with others. It
simplifies daily life, saves time, and
enhances decision-making.
However, it also poses risks like
cyberbullying and attacks. It's
essential to limit internet use and
maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Internet - Connecting world with networks
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Facts about Lord Krishna.

His skin colour was not blue, it
was dark.
Lord Krishna has 16,100 wives.
He is multi-religion and castes or
no religion and caste.
Cursing lead to Krishna's death.
Krishna has 108 names.
Krishna got his Guru's son back to
life after death of his son.
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BY SOMEONE

Art Gallery.

My name in Elements
Class IX

Reimagination of
Square Roots in Art

Class IX

Physical 3D
Representation of

Animal Cell
Class IX.

Life Skills Postures
Class IX.


